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บทคัดย่อ
บทความนี้กล่าวถึงการวิเคราะห์หาความเค้นและ

การเสียรูปที่เกิดขึ้นในวัสดุที่ยืดหยุ่นเนื่องมาจากการ
กดอัดโดยวิธีไฟไนต์อิลิเมนต์สำหรับวิธีการวิเคราะห์
ได้ใช้แบบจำลองที่ได้รับภาระและไร้ภาระให้กระทำซ้ำๆ
กันเพื่อหาความเค้นตกค้างที่เกิดขึ้น ผลจากการทดลอง
พบว่าภาระที่กดอัดทับชั ้นบางๆ ของวัสดุที ่ยืดหยุ ่น
จะทำให้ชั้นของวัสดุมีความหนาแน่นมากขึ้น ยังผลให้
ช้ันบาง ๆ  มีความแขง็แรงมากขึน้ เพราะวา่จะเปน็การลด
อัตราส่วนระหว่างแรงเฉือนและแรงในแนวตั้งระหว่างที่
ทำการกดอัด ซึ่งความเค้นสูงสุดบนชิ้นส่วนจะลดลงเมื่อ
วัสดุมีความหนามากข้ึน ขณะเดียวกันจะเพ่ิมความแข็งแรง
ให้แกช้ั่นของวสัด ุดงัน้ันความเคน้กดอดัจงึมีความสำคญั
ต่อชั้นบางๆ ของวัสดุที่ยืดหยุ่น

Abstract

This paper describes the methodology for
evaluation of compaction-induced stresses and

deformation on thin layer of flexible substrate by using

finite element analysis. The incremental placement and
compaction of thin layer of flexible substrate are based

on a hysteretic model for residual stresses induced by

multiple cycles of loading and unloading. The results
showed that the large compaction load can be applied

to thin layer of flexible substrate and it achieves higher

density effectively. The reinforcement of layer also
increases compaction efficiency, because it reduces

the ratio between shear and vertical forces during

compaction process. The maximum vertical stress on
the base of specimen usually decreased with higher

compaction thickness. The reinforcement will bw

increased substrate stiffness under the compaction

indenter and it initiates stress concentration.
Therefore, it can be concluded that t is essential to

achieve effective compaction on thin layer of flexible

substrate.

Keywords : Deformation, Flexible substrate,

Biomaterials

1.  Introduction

The design of medical devices is a complex task
and it involves the resolution of conflicts and

compromise among the desired feature. One of a more

inclusive feature is any substance or combination of
substances synthetic or natural in origin, which can be

used for any period of time, as a whole or part of a

system which treats, augments or replace tissue,
organ or function of the body. This definition must be

extended because biomaterials are currently being

utilized as scaffolds for tissue-engineered devices
(hybrids of synthetic or biologic scaffolds and living

cells and tissue for vessels, heart valves, and

myocardium).
For example, the cardiovascular biomaterials may

contact blood (both arterial and venous), vascular

endothelial cells, fibroblasts, as well as a number of
other cells and acellular matrix material that make up all

biological tissue. At the same time, orthopedic

biomaterials are complex and important role of the
cellular component of bone. Then the general

properties of bone, ligament, tendon, and cartilage have
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behavior of large grain ensembles. This approach has

proven to be successful in understanding the bulk

granular material response induced by various impact
conditions [3].

The present study investigates the effectiveness

of a composite reinforcement on thin layer of flexible
substrate during compaction. Other simulation concepts

like the finite element method mostly are used to

investigate the phenomena of substrate layer
interaction under quasi-static condition like constant

loading. So, it is necessary to take into account the

important influence of the layer on the dynamic
behavior of substrate. Furthermore, the dynamical

layer-load-changes enlarge, loading to an increased

deformation of the surface. The following axle of the
substrate will be excited by the back unevenness of

the first axle, which again induces the excitation of the

substrate.

2.  Materials and Methods

A finite element model have been developed for
analysis of stresses and deformations. The resulting

from placement and compaction of layers of fill

simulates the actual sequence of field operations in a
number of sequential steps. These analytical

procedures permit modeling of multiple cycles of

compaction loading at any given fill stage with a single
solution increment. In these analyses, compaction

loading is realistically considered as a transient

moving concentrated surficial load which may pass
more times over some specified portion of the surface.

In Figure 1 shows a spatially periordic loading (of

period L) is applied to the surface of a horizontally
layered profile of an elastic layer.

Therefore, a strip loading as a spatially periodic

loading is applied to the surface of a horizontally
layered profile of a flexible substrate. It is well known

for such a periodic loading (or loading function). A

Fourier series representation can be used Nemat-
Nasser [4]. For instance, if the Cartesian coordinate in

the horizontal direction is  x  and the loading function

been well characterized over the past century. So,

orthopedic tissues are affected by both the stresses

that they experience on a dialy basis and as a result of
trauma and disease processes. Many of these injuries

or pathologies require medical intervention that may

be assisted through the use of engineering materials.
Thus biomaterials used in clinical system are

susceptible to a number of failure modes. Like all

materials, mechanical failure is possible, particularly in
implants (expected to exceed 10 years). However,

advances in biomaterials have been focused on the

design of dental and orthopedic implants, which are
mainly structural applications. So, tremendous

stiffness and strength improvement is not always the

concern in the design of biomaterials and even less so
for large weight savings. Other concerns, such as

biocompatibility, precise property matching, mimick-

ing natural structures, etc., can become more impor-
tant, yet these too are areas where biomaterials offer

much promise in device design.

Furthermore, it is very difficult to achieve good
strength and stiffness for flexible substrate of

biomaterials. Hence, flexible substrate is not used for

reinforced substrate structures, including solid-
reinforced substrate. However, applying tensile

reinforcement or compression with preloading and

prestressing procedures only allows minimal
deformation in the body of compacted substrate. There

are basically two approaches that have been used to

model the flexible substrate (granular energetic
systems). The first approach gives a detailed analysis

of several hundred grains, attempting to numerically

resolve the complex physics occurring within each grain
and interaction between grains [1-2]. While this

approach can provide meaningful statistical information

about hot spot fluctuations, it requires extensive
computational resources and time, and thus cannot be

applied to engineering scale systems that contain in

excess of billion individual grains. The second, more
widely used approach is to apply basic principles of

continuum mixture theory to describe the average
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Figure 1 Spatially periodic loading on a 

horizontally layered deposit (adapted 
from [5]). 
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The loading has been represented by the 

sum of periodic functions (in this case cosine 
functions because the loading function p(x) was 
chosen to be an even function of x). It may be 
observed that, for such a spatially periodic 
loading, the displacements in the substrate below 
are also periodic. It is therefore possible to write 
the displacements as a series of periodic 
functions [5].   
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It will be observed that whereas a series of 

cosine functions is used to represent the 
displacement in the z direction (uz), a sine series 
is used for the lateral displacements in the lateral 
or x direction (ux). This follows from the 
observation that the lateral displacements are 

anti-symmetric about the axis of symmetry of each 
loaded area. The coefficients in the above series U(n), 
W(n)  are of course different at different depths  z  
since both the displacement components vary 
throughout the depth of the layer.  
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However, the equations (2.1 and 2.2) will be 

used in situations in which no confusion arises. 
Suppose that we now take one term of the cosine 
series representing the loading function p(x), and 
obtain the solution to the problem associated with this 
single sinusoidal load applied to the surface of the 
substrate layer.   
 
          xPxp nn αcos)( =  
 
Then      xzUu nnx αsin)(=                        (4.1) 

              xzWu nnz αcos)(=                        (4.2) 
 

At the same time, we will be assumed that 
conditions of plane strain prevail so that there is no 
displacement in the  y  direction and no variation of 
the field quantities with  y. Then it is only necessary 
to consider stress and displacement fields having the 
form 
 
              xzUux αα sin),(=                        (5.1) 

               xzWuz αα cos),(=                      (5.2) 
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             xzNzz αασ cos),(=                       (5.4) 

             xzHxx αασ cos),(=                      (5.5) 
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Since the solution for more complex load cases 
can be obtained by superposition of components 
given by equations (5) and where it has been assumed 
that  α  stands for any particular value of  

Lnn /2 πα =  and ),()( zUU n
n α= , etc. 
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Let us now consider the determination of 
the field quantities in a particular layer, l of the 
material [6]. If equations (5) are substituted into 
the equilibrium equations it is found that 
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Similarly if equations (5.1-5.6) are 

substituted into Hooke’s Law it is found that  
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where llE ν,  denote the values of Young’s 

Modulus and Poisson’s ratio for layer, l. 
Equations (6), (7) allow the non-zero stress 

and displacement to be expressed in terms of N 
and thus 
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If equation (9.1) is now solved, we obtain 
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The fundamental step in the finite layer 
technique is to determine the four constants 
X1,…….X4  in terms of boundary quantities. To be 
more precise, suppose that layer  l  is bounded by the 
node planes (z = zl)  and  (z = zm)  where  m =  l + 1  
and that the subscripts  l, m  indicate the value of a 
particular quantity on the indicated node plane. Then 
the solution can be used to determine  X1,…….X4  in 
terms of Ul, Wl, Um, Wm.  Once  X1,…….X4  are 
known they can be used to evaluate  Tl, Nl, Tm, Nm  
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Figure 2 Single cell layer within the surface of 

flexible substrate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Non-homogeneous profile tested with 

exponential approximation (adapted from 
[6]). 
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The matrix occurring in equation (10) is 
called the layer stiffness matrix of the particular 
layer (layer, l in this case). Layer stiffness 
matrices can be used to construct solutions for 
layered deposits in exactly the same way as 
element stiffness matrices are used in 
conventional applications of the finite element 
method. 

Consequently, we present a novel way to 
study the behavior of layer of flexible material 
when it received forces by compression. Thus 
FEM technique is necessary to use a dynamic 
solving algorithm where not only the 
displacements of the nodes, but as coming from 
the Newton’s dynamic equilibrium the 
accelerations  ü  for each node in the model are 
considered as Hiroma et al.[7]   
 
       ü(i)   =   M – 1 (P(i) – I(i) )                           (11) 
 

where  M  is the mass matrix,  P  is the 
vector of the external forces (i.e. contact forces 
or nodal forces of neighboring elements) and  I  
is the vector of internal forces on the basis of the 
stress inside the elements. 

The mass matrix can be obtained by 
distributing the mass of each element on to its 
nodes. The created point mass belonging to a 
node is the sum of all partial masses of all the 
elements defined at this node. Using the explicit 
solving algorithm, available with ANSYS, the 
velocities u&  and the displacement u for all 
degrees of freedom can be calculated directly 
from the information at the beginning of the time 
increment. The velocities and the displacements 
were integrated over the time according the 
following formular. 
 

 u& (i + ½)  =  u& (i - ½) + 
2
ΔtΔt (i)1)(i ++ . ü(i)      (12) 

  u (i + 1)   =  u (i) + Δt (i+1) u& (i + ½)                     (13) 

 

The material property of the flexible 
substrate in this simulation corresponds to 
granule with the following parameters: cohesion, 
c = 0.029 N/mm2; angle of internal friction, φ = 
22.5°; density, ρ = 2.06 t/mm3 ; elasticity, E = 20 
N/mm. The dynamic behavior of the flexible 
substrate is condensed on the damping by the 
energy loss of the plastic deformation and on the 
effect of mass-inertia of substrate elements in this 
simulation.   
 
3.  Results and Discussion 

Results from such an analysis are shown in 
Figure 4 and 5. A circular and a rectangular 

loading have been considered. Each loading is 
applied to the surface of a substrate layer which is 
made up of two sublayers; sublayer (A) is of depth 
HA while the lower layer (B) is of depth HB. The 
loadings were chosen so that they had the same 
minimum dimension, i.e. the loading, q was applied 
over the region |x| < a (strip), 0 < r ≤ a (circle), |x| < 
a, |x| < b (rectangular). The material was assumed to 
be anisotropic. For layer A, Eh / Ev = 1.5, G / Ev = 
0.45, νh = 0.25, νhv = 0.3, νvh = 0.2 and for layer B, Eh 
/ Ev = 33, G / Ev = 0.5, νh = 0.1, νhv = 0.9, νvh = 0.3 
(The subscripts h, ν indicate horizontal and vertical 
directions, respectively.). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Surface pressure mobilization of single cell 

on the surface of flexible substrate. 
 
 

The plots shown in Figure 5 is for the vertical 
σzz  stresses along the axis of the loading (x = y = r = 
0). There is a large difference in the vertical stress 
computed for each of the loading types. However, 
there is less difference in the horizontal stresses for 
this particular substrate profile. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 Stresses in a substrate consisting of two 

anisotropic layers. 
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The plots shown in Figure 5 is for the vertical �zz

stresses along the axis of the loading (x = y = r = 0).

There is a large difference in the vertical stress
computed for each of the loading types. However, there

is less difference in the horizontal stresses for this

particular substrate profile.
All of the problems discussed thus far have been

concerned with vertical loading, however there are

many engineering problems which involve lateral or
horizontal loadings applied to foundations. An example

of study is shown the result in Figure 6, where a

uniform shear, it is shown applied to the surface of a
thin layered flexible substrate over a circular region of

radius, a. The variation of vertical, uz and horizontal ux

displacements with depth is calculated for the three
layered system shown in Figure 6 (x / a = 0.5, y / a = 0).

For this experiment the material properties of each of

the sublayers A, B, C are described below:

 Layer A: Eh / Ev = 2, Gv / Ev = 0.4, �h = 0.3, ��h = 0.2

 Layer B: Eh / Ev = 2, Gv / Ev = 0.4, �h = 0.3, ��h = 0.2
 Layer C: Eh / Ev = 1, Gv / Ev = 1/3, �h = 0.5, ��h = 0.5

and the ratio of Young's modulus in the layers is
assumed to be

(Ev)A : (Ev)B : (Ev)C = 25 : 5 : 1

Figure 7 shows the time-settlement behavior of

strip loading on a substrate layer with a shear modulus
which increases with depth (non-dimensional time, �0

where  �0 = c0.t / l
2).

The coefficient of consideration, c0 is defined on
the figure in terms of the Poisson's ratio of the

substrate, � and its permeability per unit weight of water

k / �w. It may be observed from the time settlement
plots that as the rate of increase of shear modulus with

depth lm / l becomes larger the final deflections become

smaller and occur at smaller time, �0.
Problems involving the time-dependent

deformation of materials under a constant applied

Figure 6 Horizontal and vertical displacements in

layered material.

Figure 7 Time-settlement behavior of strip loading

on a substrate layer with a shear modulus.

loading may often be treated by assuming that the

materials display viscoelastic behavior, i.e. that the
material properties are themselves dependent on time.

In this study, we used the assumption that the behavior

of the material may be separated into a deviatoric and a
volumetric behavior. That is to say there will be a

different time-dependent response to a mean stress

increase, then to a deviatoric or shear stress increased.
Figure 8 shows an example of the relation of

deflection vs time for central point of a strip or circular

loading resting on a layered material. It involves loading
applied to a flexible substrate which consists of an

upper viscoelastic layer and a lower elastic layer. Both

materials were assumed to have a constant Poisson's
ration, �, that of the upper layer being �  = 0.5 (i.e.

incompressible) and that of the lower layer � = 0.3.  It
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Figure 8 Deflection vs time for central point of a strip

or circular loading resting on a layer material

with a viscoselastic upper layer.

was assumed that the deformation of the material was

due to a time-dependent shear modulus.

4.  Conclusions

In the paper a two dimensional FEM of the
compaction-induced deformation on thin layer of

flexible substrate was presented. With this extension

to the simulation concept, the new concept based on
the dynamical FE-simulation was developed, that

includes the possibility to investigate the dynamical

load changes, caused by vertical oscillation of indenter
and the according substrate deformation. It was pointed

out, that the indenter oscillation takes influence to the

mobility of the substrate. Due to these oscillations, the
dynamical compaction on thin layer of substrate

changes enlarge, leading to an increased deformation

of the surface, which again induces the excitation of

the substrate. Therefore, dynamic loads and substrate

deformation influence mutually.
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